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With the rapid development of mobile wireless networks such as 4G and LET, ever more mobile services and applications are
emerging in mobile networks. Faced with massive mobile services, a top priority of mobile information systems is how to �nd the
best services and compose them into new value-added services (e.g., location-based services). Hence, service selection is one of
the most fundamental operations in mobile information systems. Traditional implementation of service selection su	ers from the
problems of a huge number of services and reliability.We present an e
cient approach to service selection based on computingQoS
uncertainty that achieves the best solution in two senses: (1) the time cost for �nding the best services is short and (2) the reliability
of the selected services is high. We have implemented our approach in experiments with real-world and synthetic datasets. Our
results show that our approach improves on the other approaches tested.

1. Introduction

Global mobile devices and connections grew to 7 billion in
2013, up from 6.5 billion in 2012; smartphones accounted
for 77% of that growth, with 406 million net additions
in 2013. �e increasing number of mobile devices that are
accessing mobile networks worldwide drives global mobile
tra
c growth. Cisco notes that globally smart tra
c is going
to grow from 88% of the total global mobile tra
c to 96%
by 2018. �is is signi�cantly higher than the ratio of smart
devices and connections (54% by 2018) because on average a
smart device generates much higher tra
c than a nonsmart
device.

�e explosion of mobile tra
c leads to a sharp drop in
the quality of mobile service. To provide e	ective quality of
service (QoS), service providers are fueling the growth of 4G
deployments and adoption. Hence, service providers around
the world are busy rolling out 4G networks to help themmeet
the growing end-user demand for better QoS such as more
bandwidth and faster connectivity on the move. However,
although 4G or LTE networks are faster, higher bandwidth,
and more intelligent, when mobile device capabilities are

combined with these networks, wide adoption of advanced
mobile applications will increase mobile tra
c even more.
For example, in 2013 a 4G connection generated 14.5 times
more tra
c on average than a non-4G connection. Hence,
to meet the �erce challenge from the explosion of mobile
tra
c, service providers also need to optimize bandwidth
management and network monetization.

Although many notable network optimization schemes
[1–6] have been proposed, most of them focus on net-
work aspects and fail to consider services and applications
of mobile information systems. Deploying next-generation
mobile networks such as 4G or LTE requires greater service
portability and interoperability. With the proliferation of
mobile and portable devices, there is an imminent need
for networks to allow all of these devices to be connected
transparently, with the network providing high-performance
computing and delivering enhanced real-time video and
multimedia frommobile information systems.�is openness
will broaden the range of applications and services that
can be shared and create highly enhanced mobile tra
c.
Hence, if an approach exists that can reduce the number of
services and applications used, this will o�oad mobile tra
c
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e	ectively from mobile information systems. We �nd that
service composition technology and its application to mobile
information systems may be a good alternative scheme.

Service composition involves the development of cus-
tomized services, o�en by discovering, integrating, and
executing existing services in a service-oriented architecture
(SOA) [7]. A single service is usually not able to satisfy a user’s
service requirement. However, combining di	erent existing
services can provide a complex functional service for users;
this is called service composition. In this way, services already
existing in mobile information systems are orchestrated into
new services that can reduce mobile tra
c by shortening the
number of interactions between services and users.

In the SOA paradigm of mobile information systems,
these composite services are speci�ed as abstract processes
composed of a set of abstract services (called service classes).
When a composite service starts to run, for each service
class a concrete service (called a service candidate) is selected
and invoked. Hence, service composition technology ensures
loose coupling and design �exibility for many applications in
mobile information systems [8].

As is well known, there are many mobile services
in mobile information systems. Although their function
attributes are the same or similar, their QoS values are
di	erent. For example, while Line, Kakao Talk, WeChat, and
Viber can each be used as a mobile messaging application
or service, the QoS (e.g., response time and throughput)
of each is di	erent. Hence, QoS plays an important role in
determining which mobile service should be selected (called
service selection) in mobile information systems [9]. Tradi-
tional service selection approaches (e.g., UDDI, Bluetooth)
focus only on searching for services with speci�c functional
attributes and do not provide any guarantee of QoS; this
is unsuitable for a high-reliability (99.9999%) guarantee in
mobile information systems.

Although many notable approaches to service selection
including MIP [10], Heuristic [11], Hybrid [12], and LOEM
[13] have been proposed in web service systems and have
been shown to perform well in their respective contexts,
these approaches should not be used in mobile information
systems. �e main reason is that they ignore the violent QoS
�uctuations of mobile services (e.g., the response times of
services change over time), so they cannot provide reliable
mobile services for users in mobile information systems due
to dynamic mobile service environments. Generally, service
candidates participating in service selection are widely dis-
tributed in mobile information systems. �ese services orig-
inate from di	erent service providers and run on di	erent
operations platforms. Any slight change in location, network
environment, service requirement time, or other aspects
will a	ect the QoS consistency of these service candidates
(called QoS uncertainty). Hence, it is worth noting that a
mobile service with consistently good QoS is typically more
reliable than a mobile service with a large variance in its
QoS [14]. �erefore, QoS uncertainty should be considered
as an important criterion for reliable service selection in
mobile information systems. Additionally, the obvious way
to obtain the best service selection result is to enumerate
all possible service compositions, which will cause poor

real-time performance. Obviously, this is not acceptable for
mobile information systems. Hence, to avoid unendurable
computation delays, reducing the search space of service can-
didates with reliability guarantees is an important principle
for service selection in mobile information systems.

Our proposed approach di	ers from existing approaches.
Its main idea is to enhance reliability while reducing the
solution space in the service selection process and to �nd a
near-optimal butmore reliable service composition inmobile
information systems with lower computation time. �at is,
this novel service selection approach proposes to �nd the
best reliable composite service faster. We �rst adopt variance
theory to compute the QoS uncertainties, and then we prune
less-reliable mobile services and select highly reliable ones
frommobile information systems. Finally,Mixed Integer Pro-
gramming is adopted to obtain the best composite service.We
have experimented with our approach with 5825 real-world
services and 10,000 synthetic mobile services. Our results
show that our approach outperforms other approaches.

�is paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce the concepts of service selection and give an exam-
ple to illustrate it in mobile information systems. Section 3
describes our approach in detail, including computing QoS
uncertainty, �ltering uncertain services, and the service
selection algorithm. �e experimental results in Section 4
demonstrate the bene�ts of our approach relative to other
approaches. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Service Selection Framework

To clarify the process of service selection, some preliminary
background is introduced in this section. Some basic con-
cepts are listed below.

(1) � = {�1, �2, . . . , ��} (� = 1, 2, 3, . . .) denotes a compo-
sition service that is to achieve a particular function that can
satisfy a user’s requirements. It is constructed by combining
a plurality of service candidates that are selected from each
service class. A service class �� ∈ � (� = 1, 2, 3, . . .) (1 ≤� ≤ �) o�en contains a number of service candidates �� ={��1, ��2, . . . , ���}, where � (� = 1, 2, 3, . . .) is the number of
service candidates with the same function but di	erent values
of their QoS attributes.

(2) 	� = {
1(�), 
2(�), . . . , 
�(�)} denotes the attribute
vector of a composite service, where the value of 
�(�) is
aggregation of � (� = 1, 2, 3, . . .) attribute values from all
selected service candidates using QoS aggregation functions.

(3) 	��� = {
1(���), 
2(���), . . . , 
�(���)} denotes the values
of the service ���. Considering the actual features of mobile
information systems, in this paper we consider only a sequen-
tial composition model. Table 1 lists the QoS aggregation
functions of the sequential composition model.

(4) QoS utility functions for a mobile service ��� ∈ �� and
composite service � are de�ned as follows:

�(���) =
�∑
�=1

	max

�,� − 
� (���)
	max

�,� − 	min

�,�
⋅ ��,
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Table 1: QoS aggregation functions.

QoS attributes QoS aggregated functions

Response time 
 (�) = �∑
�=1

 (��)

Price

Reputation 
 (�) = 1

�
�∑
�=1

 (��)

Reliability 
 (�) = �∏
�=1

 (��)

Availability

� (�) = �∑
�=1

	max

� − 
� (�)	max

� − 	min

�
⋅ ��

(1)

with

	max

� = �∑
�=1
	max

�,� (	max

�,� = max
∀	��∈	�


� (���)) ,

	min

� = �∑
�=1
	min

�,� (	min

�,� = min
∀	��∈	�


� (���)) ,
(2)

where �� represents the user’s preferences; it is the weight of
each QoS attribute and satis�es ∑��=1 �� = 1 (0 < �� < 1);	max

�,� (0 < � < �) is the maximum value of the �th attribute

in all service candidates of the service class ��. Similarly,	min

�,�
is the minimum value in the service class ��; 	max

� is the sum

of every 	max

�,� in the composition service � and 	min

� is the

sum of each 	min

�,� .
Based on the QoS utility function, we can calculate the

global QoS attribute values of each candidate service by
mapping the vector ofQoS values	��� into a single globalQoS
aggregated value ����. We can then sort and rank all service
candidates of each service class.

(5) � = {�1, �2, . . . , ��} denotes the global QoS con-
straints in the service selection process, where� (0 < � < �)
represents the number of QoS constraints.

We will present an example [13] from a mobile informa-
tion system to motivate our work. As illustrated in Figure 1,
a smartphone requests the latest video news from a service
provider in which three tasks (service classes) are invoked:
(1) a transcoding service that is used to transform various
video formats into those supported by the smartphone, (2)
a compression service to adapt the video content to the
wireless link, and (3) a payment service used to pay the
bill. �e smartphone request is usually associated with a set
of global QoS constraints �, for example, response time ≤1
second. Hence, the running service selection process can be
divided into three stages as shown in Figure 1. First, a set
of concrete mobile services, that is, �� = {��1, ��2, . . . , ���}, is
obtained that ensures that the service candidates canmeet the
functional requirements of task � = {�1, �2, . . . , ��} (� = 3)
(transcoding, compression, and payment). �en, using the
global QoS constraint set �, the composite solutions that
satisfy the global QoS requirements are recorded. Finally,
depending on the preferences of the smartphone end-user,
an optimal mobile service selection that achieves the largest
utility value �(�) is found.

Suppose 100 service candidates are available for each
task: transcoding, compression, and payment; namely, |��| =
100 (� = 3)�. �en, 106 combinations are possible for
the service selection problem. Determining the optimal

one requires enumerating all possible combinations (106)
of service candidates, which can be expensive in terms of
computation time. Additionally, assuring the reliability of
the selected mobile services is also di
cult because of the
complexity.

3. Our Proposed Approach

We propose an e
cient service selection approach (called
VMP) with QoS uncertainty computing. VMP contains three
phases. �e �rst phase is computing QoS uncertainty, in
which we adopt variance theory to transform the QoS
values into a qualitative concept; it represents the degree of
uncertainty of the QoS of a mobile service. �e second phase
is �ltering uncertain services; we prune the uncertain service
candidates using the qualitative concept, attempting to ensure
the reliability of the service composition while reducing the
search space of service selection. �e �nal phase is service
selection; we use a Mixed Integer Programming algorithm
to select the most reliable composition service with shorter
computation time.

3.1. Computing QoS Uncertainty. We �rst normalize the
quantitative QoS values into the domain [0, 1], which is
convenient for data processing and uniform QoS attribute
values. We then employ variance theory to compute the
QoS uncertainty by transforming QoS quantitative values
into two QoS qualitative concepts. Using the two qualitative
concepts, a mobile service with consistently good QoS can be
distinguished from other mobile services. For illustration, we
�rst describe the following relevant concepts.

3.1.1. DataNormalizing. �enormalization process limits the
values to within a certain range (e.g., [0-1]); this is convenient
for the QoS utility function. Data normalizing means that
the original QoS values will be scaled proportionally. �ere
are many ways to normalize, such as linear conversion,
logarithmic conversion, and cotangent conversion. We adopt
linear conversion. �e speci�c formula is

� = (� −Minvalue)
(Maxvalue −Minvalue) , (3)

where � and � are the corresponding values before and a�er
QoS data conversion, respectively; Maxvalue and Minvalue
are the maximum and minimum of the original data, respec-
tively.

3.1.2. Variance. Variancemeasures the deviation between the
random variables and their mathematical expectation value.
�e variance can fully re�ect the stability of the random
variable. �e larger the variance, the more dispersed the
random variable’s values relative to the expectation, and the
greater the degree of disorder the sample data has. In this
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Figure 1: An example of service selection in a mobile information system.

paper we consider a real-world QoS historical value for a
mobile service as a discrete random variable and employ the
concept of variance to �lter the mobile services by uncer-
tainty. �e following gives its de�nition.

De	nition 1 (variance). Let � be the random variable.{�1, �2, . . . , ��} is the range of �. �en the variance � can
be obtained by the following:

� = 1

� − 1

�∑
�=1
(�� −�)2 , (4)

with

� = 1
�
�∑
�=1
��, (5)

where� represents the average of�.
Variance theory has been applied to many �elds, such as

�nancial markets and investment risk. It has achieved many
positive results that provide a basis and reference for our
approach. Using variance for abandoning uncertain mobile
services will help us select the least uncertainmobile services.

3.2. Uncertain Services Filtering. �rough the above QoS
uncertainty computation, we can use the variance to �lter
the uncertain services. For mobile service �ltering, we �rst
describe QoS uncertainty through an example [14] as follows.
We consider two services,� and  , which provide a similar
mobile service.�e performances of� and are recorded in
a series of transaction logs that capture the actual QoS values

Table 2: A set of service transactions [14].

Mobile service:� Mobile service:  
ID Response time (ms) ID Response time (ms)

!1 24 "1 13

!2 27 "2 34

!3 26 "3 36

!4 33 "4 45

!5 35 "5 44

!6 25 "6 35

!7 31 "7 15

!8 26 "8 12

!9 29 "9 33

!10 37 "10 18

! 29.3 " 28.5

delivered by each provider in practice. Because the dynamic
environment causes some uncertainty of performance, there
will be �uctuation in QoS among di	erent transactions.
For ease of illustration, although the actual number of
transactions should be much larger, we only consider 10
transactions in each service. �ese historical transactions are
represented in our example as (!1, . . . , !10) and ("1, . . . , "10)
in Table 2, which lists the values of response time for these
transactions along with their aggregated QoS value (! and ").
�e aggregated QoS values are obtained by averaging all of
their corresponding transactions.

From Table 2, we �nd that the aggregate QoS value of
service� is larger than that of service ; that is,! > ". In this
case, most traditional service selection approaches usually
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select service  as a service component in a composition
service. However, by analyzing the transactions provided by
these two services more deeply we have discovered two facts
that may be ignored in some existing approaches. (1) Service ’s aggregate response time is slightly smaller than that of
service �. However, the response times of six of service�’s transactions (!2, !3, !4, !5, !6, !9) are smaller than
those of the corresponding three of service  ’s transactions
("2, "3, "4, "5, "6, "9); that is, !2 < "2, !3 < "3, . . . , !9 < "9. �is
means that, for most transactions, service�’s response time
was smaller than service  ’s. (2) Service  ’s response time is
more volatile than that of service�; that is, the QoS value of
service  has a large variance, while that of service� is more
consistent and therefore more reliable.

In the service selection process, if we select service  
as a service component, the actual response time of service may deviate from ", which will lead to poor quality of
the composite service or failure of service selection. Hence,
selecting service � as a service component may be better
because service � is more stable than service  . �us,
computing the QoS uncertainty, that is, how to distinguish
one mobile service with stable QoS from many mobile
services with high QoS uncertainty is an important aspect of
the service selection process.

Consequently, we employ variance theory in this phase
to compute the QoS uncertainty. �rough QoS uncertainty,
we transform QoS quantitative values into a QoS qualitative
concept. Exploiting the qualitative concept, we can then
distinguish a mobile service with a stable QoS from other
mobile services. We �rst give the de�nition of coe
cient of
variation as follows.

We apply the variance de�nition above to Table 2. �ese
response time values are quantitative QoS values expressed
by ten real-world QoS historical values, that is, (!1, . . . , !10)
or ("1, . . . , "10). �e QoS uncertainty of each service can be

expressed by its eigenvector, #$ = {�,�}. �e resulting
eigenvectors of services� and  are #$� = {29.30, 191.70}
and #$ = {28.5, 1331.50}. Because 191.70 ≪ 1331.50 (i.e.,�� ≪ �), the QoS uncertainty of service� is smaller than
that of service  . �is means that the QoS of service � is
more consistent than that of .�us, the service� should be
selected as a service component rather than service  , which
is di	erent from the traditional approaches.

In this way, variance can help reduce the service selection
search space and improve the reliability of service composi-
tion.

3.3. Service Selection. A�er computing QoS uncertainty and
�ltering uncertain services, some unreliable and redundant
service candidates are pruned, and service candidates with
consistently good QoS are found in each service class.
�e service selection solution must then �nd the most
reliable service of each class within global QoS constraints.
Recently, Mixed Integer Programming has been used by
several researchers [10, 15, 16] to solve the service composition
problem with good results. Here, a Mixed Integer Program-
ming (MIP) model is used to solve the optimization problem
of service selection based on the �ltered services. We wish to
optimize the following objective function; that is, we wish to

�nd the set of service candidates that makes the function a
maximum:

Max& (�)
= �∑
�=1

	�max

� − ∑��=1∑��=1 ��� ⋅ 
� (���) ⋅ V� (���)
(	�max

� − 	�min

� ) ⋅ ��
(6)

with

	�max

� = �∑
�=1
	max

�,� ⋅ �max

�,� ,

	�min

� = �∑
�=1
	min

�,� ⋅ �min

�,� ,

Subject to

{{{{{{{{{{{

�∑
�=1

�∑
�=1

� (���) ⋅ ��� ≤ ��, 1 ≤ � ≤ �,

�∑
�=1
��� = 1, 1 ≤ � ≤ �, ��� ∈ {0, 1} ,

(7)

where ��� is a binary decision variable for representing
whether a service candidate is selected. A candidate ��� is
selected if its corresponding variable � is set to 1 and not
selected if 0; 
�(���) represents the �th attribute value in

service ��� and	max

� and	min

� can be calculated by (2);�min

�,� is

the minimum variance value in the service class �� and �max

�
is the sum of all �max

�,� in the composition service �. Similarly,

�min

� is the sum of all �min

�,� in the composition service �. �
is the number of QoS attributes. � is the number of QoS
constraints. � is the number of service classes. �� represents
the �th global QoS constraint with respect to the �th QoS
attribute.

By solving the model using MIP solver methods, a list
of reliable services can be obtained in each class for service
brokers providing a composition service for users.

4. Experiments

We conducted experiments and compared our proposed
approach with Global [10] and VGMIP in terms of compu-
tation time, reliability, and performance. Global is a state-
of-the-art e
cient service selection approach, the standard
global optimization approach with all service candidates;
VGMIP considers only half of the service candidates in
the global optimization, those whose variances are relatively
small and can �nd a near-optimal composite service with
short computation time. Moreover, we also studied the
parameters of our approach.

4.1. Experiment Setup. As is well known, there are fewmobile
service datasets, but to evaluate our approach, we needed
two types of datasets. �e �rst we chose is a real-world
web service QoS dataset from [17–19] named WSDream.
It contains nearly 2 million real-world QoS web service
invocation records; each record contains two QoS attributes
(i.e., response time and throughput; because we consider only
the sequential composition model, we took throughput as
the price attribute in our experiment) that were collected by
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Figure 2: Computing time in WSDream dataset.

339 service users over 5825 web services. It also contains
information about these 5825 web services and 339 users. To
ensure the experiments results were not based onWSDream,
we evaluated our approach with a synthetic dataset (named
Random dataset) that contained 10,000 mobile services with
two QoS attributes [20].

We conducted several QoS-aware service selection exper-
iments. Each experiment consisted of a composition request
with � service classes, � service candidates per class, and �
global QoS constraints.We varied these parameters, and each
unique combination of them represented one experiment.
�e number � of QoS attributes was set to two, as was�, the
number ofQoS constraints.�enumber of service candidates
per service class varied in the range 100 to 1000; the weight
for each of the two attributes was 0.5, and the �� was set
to 50. �e number of service classes, �, was �xed at �ve
for the WSDream dataset and ten for the Random dataset.
�e number of historical transactions was set at 250 for the
WSDream dataset and 500 for the Random dataset.

All of the experiments were performed on the same com-
puter with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) 2.6GHz processor, 32.0GB
of RAM, Windows Server 2008R2, and Matlab R2013a.
We compare our approach (VMP) with the two notable
approaches mentioned above.

4.2. Comparison of Computation Time Results. In this exper-
iment, we compared the computation time of our VMP
approach with those of the other approaches.

As shown in Figures 2 and 3, we found that the compu-
tation time consumed by VMP was always lower than that of
the other two approaches with increasing numbers of service
candidates.�ismeans that VMP can signi�cantly reduce the
time cost of service selection because its service search space
is the smallest of the approaches.

4.3. Comparison of Reliability Results. In this experiment, we
designed the following reliability �tness function to measure
service selection reliability.
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Figure 3: Computing time in Random dataset.

De	nition 2 (reliability �tness function). Reliability is the
degree of deviation of the variance of the selected mobile
services relative to the range of possible variance; that is,

Reliability = �max − ∑��=1 /�max − �min

× 100%, (8)

where �max is the maximum aggregated standard deviation
of all selected services, �min is the minimum aggregated
standard deviation of all selected services, and / is the
standard deviation of the selected service in each service class.

By De�nition 2, we compared VMP with Global and
VGMIP on the reliability of service selection.

As shown in Figures 4 and 5, we found that no matter
how many service candidates were there, the reliability of
VMP was always higher than Global and VGMIP. �ese
experimental results indicate that VMP can e	ectively avoid
QoS uncertainty from service selection because the reliability
of such services is very high.�us, by using variance to mon-
itor a service’s historical QoS transactions, VMP e	ectively
identi�es which services have large variances in QoS and can
then prune them.

4.4. Comparison of Performance Results. In this experiment,
the performance can be calculated by the following formula:

performance = & (�) × 100%. (9)

As shown in Figures 6 and 7, the performance of our
approach was higher than 98% on average, which e	ectively
demonstrates that VMP obtains a near-optimal service com-
position. Although the optimality of VMP was not 100%, the
gap (2%) is small; users will not notice an issue in dynamic
network environments. Users additionally will perceive little
if any di	erence in the performance of the three approaches.
However, the time cost of our approach is the lowest and
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its reliability is the highest of the three. Hence, for overall
comparison, our approach has the highest scores.

4.5. Study of the Parameters

4.5.1. Parameter �. In this experiment we studied how the
computation time, reliability, and performance varied with
changes in the value of the variance�. When�was set to 30,
30% of services were selected as e	ective service candidates.
In the experiments, we varied the value of�within the range
10 to 90 with a step value of 20.

As shown in Figure 8, the computation time of our
approach increases as � is increased from 10 to 90. �is
demonstrates that the computation time increases with
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increasing � because the service selection search space
grows rapidly. Figure 9 shows that, for theWSDream dataset,
the reliability of our approach also increases with �. As
shown in Figure 10, VMP performance always improved with
increasing �. Hence, no matter how � is chosen, VMP can
always achieve good performance.

4.5.2. Parameters �. In this experiment, we studied how
the user preference weights � a	ect the computation time,
reliability, and performance of service selection. �e weights� represent the user’s requests for each QoS attribute and
are important for service selection. We �xed the number of
service candidates at 500; the weight of response time was
varied from 0.125 to 0.875. Correspondingly, the weight of
price was varied from 0.125 to 0.875.
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Figure 9: Reliability in WSDream dataset with �.

Figures 11, 12, and 13 show the results with two datasets.
We �nd that no matter how � were allocated, VMP still
obtained good results.

5. Conclusions

We have presented a fast and reliable QoS-aware service
selection approach based on the concept of variance inmobile
information systems. Our approach �rst uses variance to
compute theQoS uncertainty and to prune services with high
uncertainty and reduce the search space of service selection.
We then use aMixed Integer Programming to select a service
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Figure 10: Performance in the WSDream dataset with �.
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Figure 11: Computation time in WSDream dataset with �. � = 50,
service candidates = 500.

composition near optimal but more reliable with shorter
computation time. We evaluated our approach using both
real-world and randomly generated datasets.�e experimen-
tal results show that our approach needs less computation
time to �nd the best high-reliability, high-performance ser-
vice composition.�is means that our approach can perform
service selection on the basis of user preferences more
e
ciently and e	ectively for mobile information systems.
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Figure 12: Reliability in WSDream dataset with varied �. � = 50,
service candidates = 500.
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